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Placing works into meaningful contexts is a key part of  the 
Museum’s mission; often the challenge is less finding such a 

context than choosing among the many alternatives. Consider, as a 
case in point, a set of  four woodcuts from Hypnerotomachia Poliphili 
(Strife of  Love in a Dream of  Poliphilo), a remarkable incunable first 
printed by Aldus Manutius in Venice in 1499. Our woodcuts are from 
the second edition, published by Aldus’ heirs in 1545. The woodcuts 
themselves are attributed to Benedetto Bordone, a Paduan active in 
Venice from about 1488 (but some have suggested other artists were 
involved, including Gentile Bellini and Andrea Mantegna). The result 
is one of  the most celebrated books of  the age—in equal measure 
fascinating and inscrutable.

The protagonists of  the story are Poliphilo (lover of  many things, 
as apt a name for a humanist as ever was) and Polia (many changing 
things, hence his inamorata—cue La donna è mobile from Rigoletto). 
The plot is intricate, and made more so by the use of  an odd mix 
of  Italian and Latin, peppered with Greek, Hebrew, and Arabic, as 
well as endless digressions into aesthetics and esoterica. Poliphilo 
has been shunned by his love, Polia, and in dreams is transported to 
a dark wood, where he encounters a bestiary of  fantastic creatures 
and equally fantastic architecture, lovingly illustrated and described. 
Next is a dream within a dream (think of  Gogol’s “Portrait”). 
Poliphilo professes his love for Polia to the queen of  the nymphs, 
and is compelled to choose between three gates: he chooses the 
third, and there finds his beloved, and they are reunited. Triumphal 
processions and recondite ceremonies ensue, sumptuously illustrated. 
Polia becomes narrator briefly, describing Poliphilo’s love from her 
perspective. She shuns Poliphilo yet again, and Poliphilo swoons at 
her feet. Cupid commands her to save him with her embrace, Venus 
blesses their union, and the lovers are reconciled—until Poliphilo 
awakens.

The woodcuts are elegant and compelling line art, in which 
Beardsley figures move through settings depicted in oddly rigid 
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one-point perspective. Some woodcuts depict opulent processions, 
spread across two matching woodcuts on facing pages, others depict 
architectural works, decorative standards or other objects in precise 
detail, while still others illustrate the plot with a sense of  movement 
and naturalism, storyboards for the plot rather than mere ornaments 
to it. We hold four leaves from the 1545 edition; all are illustrations 
of  the love story.

The book is printed in a beautiful, eminently readable typeface 
originally carved by punchcutter Franceso Griffo for Aldus’ 1496 
publication of  Pietro Bembo’s De Aetna, a typeface thus sometimes 
called Aldine Roman and more commonly Bembo. Bembo gave 
rise to many modern serif  font families today, including Roman and 
Garamond—and the type in which this is written. Here, too, there’s a 
whiff  of  mystery; punchcutters were steel workers, who made metal 
type by using a steel punch to stamp matrices into copper, which 
served as molds for casting settable type. Our last record of  Griffo 
is in 1518, when he’s accused of  murdering his son-in-law, who was 
beaten to death with a steel bar. His fate is unknown. 

Every (other) aspect of  the work charms. Even the authorship, 
which can be guessed by examining the foliated initials beginning 
each of  the 38 chapters—they form an acrostic reading “POLIAM 
FRATER FRANCISCUS COLONNA PERAMAVIT,” which 
roughly translates as “Polia is solemnly loved by Brother Francesco 
Colonna.” In the story, Poliphilo falls in love with Polia when he sees 
her combing her hair at a window in Treviso; Colonna, a Dominican 
monk in the monastery of  Saints John and Paul in Venice, is known 
to have been teaching novices in Treviso in 1467 when the work is 
believed to have been composed. But attributions are never simple, 
and Liane Lefaivre argues that it’s the work of  Italian humanist Leon 
Battista Alberti, and at one point Lorenzo de Medici was suggested 
as well. 

Scholarship regarding the work provides its own delightful 
surprises.  Anthony Blunt’s magisterial essay on the work, which 
includes his wry observation that the book suffers from “being 
too well printed and too beautifully illustrated,” was published in 
1937—coincidentally the same year that his biographer Miranda 
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Carter believes he was recruited by 
Soviet intelligence. Because in addition 
to being a leading art historian (his 
work on Poussin is still considered the 
locus classicus), Surveyor of  the Queen’s 
Pictures, and Director of  the Courtauld 
Institute, Blunt was also a member of  
the Cambridge Five, a group of  Soviet 
spies that included Donald MacLean, 
Guy Burgess, John Cairncross, and the 
infamous Harold “Kim” Philby. Reality 
puts to shame the fictional works 
featuring the Hypnerotomachia Poliphili, 
such as 2004’s The Rule of  Four, a thriller 
by Ian Caldwell and Dustin Thomason.

It’s a unique work. When I retreat 
into the book-lined recesses of  my 
mind, the leather-bound volumes are 
all printed in the gorgeous Bembo font, 
most are humanist arcana intertwining 
star-crossed love with scholarly 
digressions-within-digressions, 
enigmatic and engrossing, and most are 
illustrated in the same spare and elegant 
style. And each time I open one, I learn 
something new, and am reminded how 
much is left to discover. ■
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